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As I have previously mentioned in earlier news flashes cyber criminals are targeting conveyancing transactions and 
exploiting any weakness which might exist in the electronic communication channels which are now an indispensable 
part of the conveyancing process.  These cyber criminals are able to intercept emails and after fiddling with the 
content send the emails in such a way as to make it seem, in every sense that it comes from a trusted sender. In other 
words it is perfectly possible for you to receive an email reflecting me to be the sender namely “ 
miltonk@miltons.law.za” when in fact it is sent by someone else  from a different email address entirely. These 
criminals can therefore use these techniques to defraud you by ,for example, informing you that our banking details 
have changed and that monies due to be paid to us should be paid to a different bank account. (I.e. the bank account 
of the criminals). 
 
Although we South Africans are not yet very aware of it, there are companies in the world called Certification 
Authorities  who have created the technology to effectively secure emails in a  bullet proof fashion. Mark 
Shuttleworth made his billions by creating one such authority called Thawt ! This technology automatically attaches 
to an email a certificate which proves that the mail  is secure ; that it definitely comes from the person who is 
reflected as the sender and that its content has  definitely  not been tampered with. If a person therefore receives an 
email from any one which contains such a certificate the contents and the identity of the sender of the email can be 
absolutely trusted. 
 
For the security of our clients and as an additional service we have incurred the expense of  acquired this technology 
and emails from us will contain such a  certificate.  I believe that we are probably the only law firm in South Africa do 
have introduced this measure. 
 
Please note that the native email application on Android devices and web based mail services such as Yahoo and 
Gmail can unfortunately not yet process certificates of authenticity and the certificate will therefore not be displayed 
and will only appear as an attachment to the email ( an S/MIME file ) which you will unfortunately not be able to 
open.  In such circumstances, just ignore the attachment  and exercise the same normal caution in assessing the 
authenticity of the email as you would with any mail.  There are alternatives to the native email app built into 
android devices which are  available for download and which can process certificates of authenticity.   
 
If you  receive and read our emails using a Microsoft Windows based  email application such as Outlook or 
Thunderbird  the Certificate of Authenticity will appear as a small  colourful rosette emblem in the top right-hand 
corner of the email and should open if clicked on and display the details of the verification.  Herewith below a 
screenshot of what I am talking about. 
 

 
 
After clicking on the circled rosette above, the below box below should display 
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Apple based mail applications will also be able to display the certificate of authenticity but in most instances, a small 
settings adjustment will need to be made to the Apple device, details of which will be set out below.  If and when the 
settings are correct the certificate of authenticity will appear as a small tick within a jagged edged circle which should 
open if clicked on and display the details of the verification.  Herewith below a screenshot of what I am talking about. 
 

 
 
After clicking on the small tick within a jagged edged circle above, the below should display: 
 

 
 
 
To change the settings on an Apple device to make the certificates visible and to allow you to click on it , please do 
the following ; 
 

a) Click on Settings  
b) Click on Mail, Contacts, Calendars 
c) In the block marked with the heading Accounts click on the line marked Mail 

  



d) For iPad only click in the block marked Account . (For iPhone skip this step “d” and go directly to step “e” 
below) 

e) Scroll down and click in the block marked Advanced 
f) Scroll down to the block marked S/MIME and slide the white circle to the right-hand side so that the colour 

shows green (thus switching it on) 
g) For Ipad Click Account  and for Iphone click Advanced in the top left-hand corner to go back to the previous 

screen   
h) Click Done in the top right-hand corner of the screen 

 
We have been informed that Blackberry devices are capable of displaying certificates of authenticity ( S/MIME files ) 
but that a settings adjustment (details unknown to us at this stage ) is probably required. 
 
 

 


